Continuity Detection Method in Binary Image Signal
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Abstract—This paper is focused on a description of a new method of detecting continuities in a binary image. The detecting method is called “Binary Large Object” (BLOB). A new algorithm with other elementary parameters, as processing speed and memory capability, are described here. The developed BLOB method with described algorithms is implemented in MATLAB. The simulation of the algorithms is tested in different conditions, with the time dependences determination. The research results of the computing time or the BLOB memory demand during computation are presented as well. The developed BLOB method is usable as one of the elementary image processing methods of the field detection dependencies in the images, like pattern recognition or OCR algorithm.

Index Terms—Image processing; Binary image; Field detection; Continuity detection; Computation time.

I. INTRODUCTION

A new approach of an innovative method for continuity detection in the binary image will be presented in this paper. The method is called “Binary Large Object” (BLOB). The developed innovative method is represented by developed algorithms for continuous area localization in the binary image. The results are compared with other methods for continuous area localization. This comparison is focused on processing the speed and Random Access Memory (RAM) memory usage in the process managing. Both compared algorithms are implemented in MATLAB. The discussion of the algorithms is performed on two test sets of binary images and pre-specified conditions.

The BLOB method is widely used in image processing [1]–[3]. It is used primarily for the analysis of binary matrices, such as part of the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) algorithm [4], as algorithms for error detection, quality control or counting patterns in the image or many other image analysis algorithms [5], [6]. The described innovative BLOB methodology is explained by a given elementary example with basic images. Computations and the results of the innovative BLOB method are described here [7]. The BLOB algorithm is described not only by algorithms and a process diagram, but also data process measuring with the statistical evaluation is presented. It gives us an integrated complex view to the advantages of the innovative BLOB method algorithm in time consumption and data memory process size in comparison to the classical BLOB method. The comparison is presented on two examples defined by parameters, such as different sizes of images and different numbers of objects in an image. An example image with 10 separated object areas is included for better understanding of both described BLOB methods.

II. INNOVATIVE BLOB METHODOLOGY

The BLOB methodology analyses the binary image and it looks for a continuous area in this image. The developed innovative method is designed for a low-end microcontroller, as well as for high power computers. Marked continuous areas are the result of the method solution. Every continuous area is marked by an order number z, which specifies the area. It computes the size of the area, the location in the image, and the shape of the area.

The analysed continuous area is represented by a group of identical values, respectively in the binary image group of pixels with a true logical value, which is progressively expanded by a local discrete convolution g (x, y) given by (1), where h (m, n) defines the local mask of the size of 3x3 and f (x-m, y-n) is the local area from the original binary image

\[ g(x, y) = \sum_{m=-1}^{M-1} \sum_{n=-1}^{N-1} f(x-m, y-n) \times h(m, n). \]  

The local mask is sequentially shifted with a currently computed and analysed pixel located in the centre of it, which is presented in Fig.1. 

Non-zero pixels in an actually computed local area are marked by the actual order z of the marking continuous area in the case when the result of the discrete convolution g (x,
y) is higher than 1. The BLOB process is repeated for all marked pixels in the image expanding a continuous area.

Pixels inside the mask group can have two different state types of the module of the connection - local mask. The module type of the connection equals four when adjacent to each other by surface. It is expressed by the mask

\[
h_4 = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2)

with function \( h_4 \) and by module connection type in the left side of Fig. 1.

The module type of the connection equals eight when adjacent to each other by surface and the point. It is presented in the mask (3) with function \( h_8 \) and by the module connection type in the right side of Fig. 1.

\[
h_8 = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3)

The result of the BLOB method is an array with the same dimension area compared to the original binary image. The element with zero value represents the background and elements with the value of two or higher (order number) represent a concrete continuous area in the new computed BLOB matrix. An example of the logical function sequence of the innovative BLOB algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.

There is evident, compared to original classical BLOB method presented in Table I, that re-marking processes are not necessary in marking progress algorithm.

III. ORIGINAL CLASSICAL BLOB METHOD DESCRIPTION

The algorithm of the original classical type of the BLOB method is based on a “two-pass” principle. The reference number of each separate object detected from the image matrix \( f(x, y) \) is calculated according to the local discrete convolution \( g(x, y) \). This discrete convolution is given by (1) with masks \( h_{12} \) (4) or \( h_{31} \) (5). The number sequence name of the masks is defined by the number of the neighbouring nonzero pixels. The local mask is then gradually moved to the right and down for each pixel of the analysed image. There is no information about the next column or row of pixels in the presented mask movement calculation. It will not be known until the next calculation step. Because of the described mask movement calculation, the recomputed pixel is placed in the right down corner of the mask matrices:

\[
h_{12} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 \\
1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(4)

\[
h_{31} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 \\
1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(5)

The temporary reference number of marks \( z \) in the image BLOB matrix is transformed to the final order number mark \( z \), which defines particular continuous areas in the second computation cycle of the image BLOB matrix, which is realized with a local mask given by (2) or (3) [8].

The principle of this algorithm can be described in the following way. During the first computation cycle (Fig. 3), all columns of the binary image matrix with the result of the local discrete convolution \( g(x, y) \) are transformed to a new ordering matrix by gradually browsing, which is given by

\[
z = z + 1.
\]

(6)

Each pixel with a logical true value is given by the temporally reference number, which is the same for all neighbours in one row.

Some functional implementation makes the first computation cycle more effective by using the same reference numbers for the elements as the previous row in the case of neighbouring pixels. This reduces the number of references, which needs to be solved in the second computation cycle of the BLOB algorithm. The first computation cycle logical function and principles of the BLOB method are shown in Fig. 3 [9].

The first computation cycle of the algorithm, based on the gradual reference number \( z \), is represented by the reference table. The reference table contains references between temporally reference numbers of the neighbouring object elements. An example of the reference table is shown as Table I, which corresponds with the example in Fig. 3, where the mask function is \( h_8 \).

The second computation cycle of the original classical algorithm makes a re-marking of the continuous object.
element to their final determination. All these temporally reference numbers of the continuous object elements are replaced by the final order numbers, so the continuity in the image is properly marked (Fig. 4). The substitution is performed on the base of the computed reference table. Necessary re-marking of each continues object is presented because of the row object recognition algorithm. Neighbouring pixels, which are recognized as objects, must be re-marked from the elements located lower in the object table. These re-marking processes are time and memory consuming.

The developed algorithm can be easily extended to the pixel element in the binary image matrix is equal to the logical true value.

After this process, the pixel element is marked and all neighbouring points are saved into FIFO (first in first out) stack with their coordinates (with the previously described module of the connection - type four or eight neighbours). The algorithm handler jumps into the FIFO stack procedure and it is checked if the FIFO stack contains any data. In the case when there is no data in the FIFO stack, the algorithm handler jumps back to the main program routine for testing other matrix pixels. Otherwise (there is some data in the FIFO stack), the algorithm handler takes one of the saved pixels and it is checked for the logical value of the element with given coordinates. In the case when the value is true, the element value of the pixel order is designed. When the value is false, the algorithm handler starts testing a new saved pixel coordinate from the FIFO stack. In the case when there is no data in the FIFO stack, the algorithm handler jumps back to the main program routine for testing other matrix pixels.

All parameters of the continuous area, which are surface, shape, and the location of the continuity during this process, must be found. The surface is represented by the summing of all related pixels. The location is represented by $x$-$y$ coordinates of the centre of the continuous areas and their height and width [10].

Nowadays, numerous modifications of this algorithm, which use the basic BLOB method principles, are available. These types of modifications and improvements are based on changes of the reference table computation. However, no algorithms or modifications for elimination of the need for “two-pass” principle BLOB method with a two-cycle computation necessity are available [11].

### IV. INNOVATIVE BLOB METHOD IMPLEMENTATION DESCRIPTION

The design of the developed innovative BLOB method is based on a “one-pass” principle algorithm. This means that the algorithm goes through the binary image matrix only once. The principle of the new innovative algorithm is designed on the comparison of each pixel in the binary image matrix. The algorithm is proceeded to the next pixel element when the pixel element in the binary image matrix is equal to the logical false value. The algorithm increases the order number and the algorithm assigns the number to the pixel element (with marking from number 2) when the pixel element in the binary image matrix is equal to the logical true value.

After this process, the pixel element is marked and all neighbouring points are saved into FIFO (first in first out) stack with their coordinates (with the previously described module of the connection - type four or eight neighbours). The algorithm handler jumps into the FIFO stack procedure and it is checked if the FIFO stack contains any data. In the case when there is no data in the FIFO stack, the algorithm handler jumps back to the main program routine for testing other matrix pixels. Otherwise (there is some data in the FIFO stack), the algorithm handler takes one of the saved pixels and it is checked for the logical value of the element with given coordinates. In the case when the value is true, the element value of the pixel order is designed. When the value is false, the algorithm handler starts testing a new saved pixel coordinate from the FIFO stack [12–14].

The described procedure is continued until the FIFO stack is empty. Then, the algorithm goes ahead to the standard algorithm of the image matrix pixel comparison sequence part. This means that the algorithm does not need a reference table or any temporary reference number, but the continuous area is marked only in one cycle. The principle of the developed innovative algorithm is shown in the element description by a sequence diagram in Fig. 5 [15, 16].

Representation of all detected pixel continuities in the binary image during one cycle matrix detection without information about the size, number or complexity of the obtained pixel continuities is the result of the innovative algorithm.

The developed algorithm can be easily extended to the calculation of the area size of each neighbouring pixel connection or its position. The major advantage of the developed solution is reducing the number of necessary algorithm processes inside the original image binary matrix [17–19].
The innovative BLOB algorithm is realized by all rows $x$ and columns $y$ of the image from the initial position in the image, which is placed in the left high corner, which is defined by positioning row $x = 1$ and column $y = 1$. After the innovative BLOB algorithm has been processed through all rows $x$ and all columns $y$, the program algorithm is terminated and it is proceeded to other image processing methods. Then, the innovative BLOB algorithm is terminated.

V. BLOB METHODS VERIFICATION

Both methods were tested with an implementation in MATLAB software. The main reason for test implementation of the original classical BLOB method and the developed innovative BLOB method was to verify the theoretical time and the process consumption differences of both algorithm solutions. The comparison was executed on two sets of binary images of the 640×480 pixel resolution. Two types of verification tests were performed:

- Verification of the processing time consumption and the amount of data memory consumed depending on the size of the object area in the tested image;
- Verification of the processing time consumption and the amount of data memory consumed depending on the number of the object area in the tested image;
- The comparisons were performed by an Intel Core i7-2630QM computer with 2.0 GHz processor speed and 4 GB RAM with Windows 7 Professional operating system.

### A. Verification of the BLOB Methods for Dependencies of Image Area Size

The verification and comparison of the original classical method and the developed innovative method for BLOB methodology of image signal processing is presented here. The testing set of images is represented by only one continuous area with the same relative complexity but with different object area size. The binary images set for the BLOB methods verification is tested for the processing time comparison and memory size consuming depending on the object area size properties in Fig. 6. The verified data are presented in Table II for the processing time comparison and in Table III for memory size consuming.

![Fig. 6. Verification size area set of binary images for verification of the original classical method and developed innovative method algorithms.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test image number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time unit</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td>ms</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing time of the original algorithm</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing time of the innovative algorithm</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The obtained results (Fig. 7) show that the innovative method algorithm is faster for about 10% compared to the original classical method algorithm, depending on the object area size.

![Fig. 7. Time consuming verification of the BLOB methods depends the object area size.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test image number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory size unit</td>
<td>BYTE</td>
<td>BYTE</td>
<td>BYTE</td>
<td>BYTE</td>
<td>BYTE</td>
<td>BYTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory size used by the original algorithm</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>2310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory size used by the innovative algorithm</td>
<td>1096</td>
<td>2367</td>
<td>4437</td>
<td>7390</td>
<td>11008</td>
<td>14056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 8. Memory size consuming verification of the BLOB methods depends on the object area size.](image)
On the other hand, the obtained results (Fig. 8) show that the innovative method algorithm is much more memory size consuming compared to the original classical method algorithm, depending on the object area size.

B. Verification BLOB Methods for Dependencies of Image Object Number

Other verification and comparison of the original classical method and the developed innovative method for the BLOB methodology of image signal processing is presented here. The testing set of images (Fig. 9) is represented by a different number of continuous areas of the same object area size. The images set for the BLOB methods verification is tested for the processing time comparison and memory size consuming, depending on the number of continuous areas in Fig. 10. The verified data for processing time comparison are presented in Table IV and for memory size consuming - in Table V.

![Fig. 9. Verification number object set of binary images for verification of the original classical method and developed innovative method algorithms.](image)

![Fig. 10. Time consuming verification of the BLOB methods depends on the image object number.](image)

The obtained results presented in Fig. 11 show that the innovative method algorithm is constantly less memory size consuming in comparison to the original classical method algorithm.

The graphical progress of the operation memory size consuming depending on the number of iterations inside the algorithm is presented in Fig. 12.

![Fig. 11. Memory size consuming verification of the BLOB methods depends on the image object number.](image)

![Fig. 12. Amount of memory size consuming depends on number of iterations during processing BLOB algorithm of the testing image 4 (Fig. 6) by (a) original classical method and (b) developed innovative method.](image)

This graphical dependency is realized by, e.g., four continuity objects in the tested image. The presented graphs of the BLOB methodology are processed by the original classical method and the developed innovative method. An increasing amount of operation memory size consuming depending on a growing interactions number by the original classical BLOB method is described. On the other hand, the stable repeated maximum peaks of the amount of the operation memory size consuming depends on the growing interactions number by the developed innovative method.

VI. DISCUSSION

The purpose of the paper was to describe the realized verification of the developed innovative algorithm for the BLOB image processing methodology. This method type is very important for object detection in the image recognition sequence. The innovative method was developed especially for low-end microcontrollers and low-power computer systems with limited capabilities. The innovative method was compared to the classical original method of the BLOB image processing methodology by implemented algorithms in MATLAB mathematical software. The methods were successfully implemented in a practice commerce.
application in the ANSI-C language code, too.

The advantages of the innovative BLOB method compared to the classical original method of the BLOB image processing methodology are described here by presented examples and the program algorithm steps with pixel figures. For methods verification, 10 separated files of image series of the same numbers of object pixels, but different object shapes were tested. These verified series of images are defined by object numbers and object sizes.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The general results from the comparison of methods show that the innovative BLOB method is a more efficient solution in terms of the processing speed and efficiency for memory saving. The time consuming BLOB method verification by different object area sizes is over 8 ms faster for the innovative BLOB method compared to the classical BLOB method without a crucial dependency on different area sizes.

This means more than 20 % of time saving. The memory size consuming BLOB method verification by different object area sizes is much more memory size consuming for the innovative BLOB method compared to the classical BLOB method with a crucial dependency on different area sizes. This means approximately the same memory size for a small object and more than 6 times larger memory size for a large presented object.

The time consuming BLOB method verification by different object numbers is over 6 ms faster for the innovative BLOB method compared to the classical BLOB method without a crucial dependency on different area sizes. This means more than 15 % of time saving. The memory size consuming BLOB method verification by different object numbers is much less memory size consuming for the innovative BLOB method compared to the classical BLOB method with a crucial dependency on different area sizes. There is no dependency for different object numbers of the innovative BLOB method. This means approximately the same memory size for the innovative BLOB method. At the same time, there is an approximately 3 times larger memory size for 1 recognized object by the innovative method and an approximately 9 times larger memory size for 28 recognized objects by the classical BLOB method. It can be said that the innovative method was very usable and applicable for a practice implementation to systems with limited capabilities.
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